
In Depth Makeup Advice For Green Eyed
Individuals Eye Colour

Green eyes are often considered to be one of the most captivating eye colors. If
you are lucky enough to have these mesmerizing green eyes, it's time to
embrace them and enhance their beauty even further with the right makeup
techniques. In this article, we will provide you with an in-depth guide on how to
make your green eyes pop and become the focus of your overall makeup look.

Understanding the Basics

Before delving into specific makeup tips, it's important to understand the basics of
color theory and how it applies to green eyes. Green is opposite to red on the
color wheel, which means that shades with red undertones, such as burgundy,
plum, and copper, will make your green eyes stand out the most. On the other
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hand, complementary colors like purples and neutral shades like taupe can also
enhance the natural beauty of your green eyes.
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Eye Shadow Shades for Green Eyes

When it comes to eye shadow, certain shades will complement green eyes better
than others. Some popular choices include:

1. Earthy Tones: Shades of brown and bronze work wonders for bringing out the
earthy undertones in your green eyes.

2. Plum and Purple Hues: These shades add depth and intensity to your eyes,
making them look more vibrant and alluring. The contrast between purple and
green can create a striking effect.

3. Copper and Bronze: These warm metallic shades enhance the golden flecks
present in green eyes, giving them a rich and captivating appearance.
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4. Taupe and Neutral Tones: For a more natural everyday look, opt for taupe or
neutral shades that will still bring out the beauty of your green eyes without
overpowering them.

Best Eyeliner and Mascara Options

Choosing the right eyeliner and mascara can further enhance your green eyes.
Here are some suggestions:

1. Deep Brown Eyeliner: A deep brown eyeliner will define your eyes without
overpowering them like a black eyeliner might. It creates a soft, natural look that
beautifully complements green eyes.

2. Colored Eyeliners: Experiment with different colored eyeliners that have red
or purple undertones, such as plum or burgundy. These shades will add a pop of
complementary color, amplifying the effect of your green eyes.

3. Lengthening Mascara: To make your lashes stand out and frame your eyes,
opt for a lengthening mascara. This will create a fluttery effect that draws
attention to your stunning green eyes.

Additional Tips for Green Eyes

In addition to the aforementioned advice, here are a few extra tips to keep in
mind:

1. Contrasting Lips: Pair your eye makeup with a lip color that contrasts
beautifully. If you want to focus on your green eyes, opt for a nude or light pink
shade. For a bolder look, choose a deep red or berry tone.

2. Proper Blending: Ensure that you blend your eye shadow colors well to
achieve a seamless look. Blending creates a gradient effect that adds dimension



to your eyes.

3. Eyebrow Definition: Well-defined eyebrows can help frame your eyes and
draw attention to them. Use a brow pencil or powder to shape your eyebrows and
fill in any gaps.

By following this in-depth guide and utilizing the right makeup techniques, you
can enhance the natural beauty of your green eyes and make them the center of
attention. Experiment with different shades and styles to find the ones that make
you feel the most confident and unique. Remember, your green eyes are a gift,
and it's time to let them shine!
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The secret to enhancing your natural beauty on a daily basis!
Its time to learn how to apply colours and products to actually enhance your eye
colour and your makeup look.
Its the most important area of the face that can really make your makeup
application compliment your natural beauty.
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This is a guide for life, Eye colours never change so this is a life lesson for your
beauty knowledge to adapt to and learn for the future - you'll be a natural, people
will be complimenting you on your eye colour and asking you how you get your
makeup so beautiful.
'BE-YOUtiful' is the power of makeup to enhance your unique features.

Each guide reveals;
- Colours to suit
- Colours to avoid
- Why these colours work for you
- Where to use each colour
- How to apply with Makeup Artist Techniques
- Product Recommendations

Its a Makeup Guide thats a MUST HAVE on your vanity tables or on hand via
your phones when your out shopping.
You can revert back to the guide at any time AND take on your shopping trips, to
not only buy the products that work for you, but also save money on buying
products that will get left to once side.

Sophie Downing is a Makeup Artist based in the Midlands - England
Sophie specialises in Bridal Makeup - to enhance a brides real beauty for their
big day and Makeup Lessons - Individually teaching people to apply makeup with
their features at heart, and radiating their natural beauty through any makeup
look.
Sophie has been in the industry for over 7 years and has built up her knowledge
and skills through applying makeup on all skin types and tones to be able to
enhance each clients true beauty and she is now ready to share her biggest



secret to the world and teach YOU how to enhance your beauty - easy and
efficiently so that you will forever be the beautiful you and own it!

If its one thing in life, that you should focus on is YOU - your beauty, by being
confident with your unique features.
Now its your turn to enhance YOU!
Start here.
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